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Abstract

Centrifugal compressors are used in many applications, including automotive
turbochargers. Surge is an instability that occurs at low mass flow rates that
is often damaging. Even mild surge produces noise characteristics that cause
problems with customer acceptance. It is therefore important to be able to
predict both mild and deep surge onset.

In existing literature, models resulting in cubic-shaped compressor char-
acteristics have been developed from first principles. This paper extends
these to include diffuser recirculation and show a new quintic-like shape for
compressor characteristics which, for the first time, can differentiate between
mild and deep surge.

These characteristics are incorporated into a model for an experimental
facility and resulting simulations show remarkable fit to experimental data.
The model allows for variations in both space and time, so simulations can
capture wave dynamics in the pipework. The model captures: stable oper-
ation, mild surge, transition from mild to deep surge, deep surge, and the
potential for a stable quiet period beyond the surge limit.

Furthermore, the model can provide physical explanations for the surge
dynamics observed. This combined with the model’s predictive ability will
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be of help to turbocharger manufacturers during early design stages, prior to
experimental tests or detailed CFD studies.

Keywords: Surge, Centrifugal/Radial Compressors, Compressible Fluids,
Reduced order modelling, Ordinary Differential Equations

Nomenclature

A Cross-sectional area
â Impeller inlet stall parameter
B Greitzer’s parameter
b̂ Diffuser stall parameter
c Speed of sound
E Specific energy
F Friction function
f Friction coefficient
fq Frequency
g Acceleration due to gravity
h Channel height
L Length
ṁ Mass flow
ˆ̇m Effective mass flow
nb Number of impeller blades
ODE Ordinary differential equation
p Pressure
q Mass flow per radian
Q̇ Heat flux
R Specific gas constant
r Radius
S Surface area per unit volume
s Distance

t Time
T Temperature
u Velocity
x Distance
α Wheel exit flow angle
α∗ Critical wheel exit flow angle
αB Impeller backsweep angle
β Impeller inlet flow angle
βB Impeller inlet blade angle
γ Specific heat ratio
∆x Grid spacing
η Diffuser stall function
κ Isentropic constant
λ Throttle setting
ν Shear loss parameter
ξ Impeller inlet stall function
ξT Throttle parameters
ρ Density
τ Deviatoric stress tensor
Φ Nondimensional mass flow
Ψ Nondimensional pressure
Ω Angular rotation
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Subscripts/superscripts:

amb Ambient
c Compressor
D Diffuser
I Impeller
r Radial direction

T Throttle
tip Impeller wheel tip
V Volute
θ Tangential direction
∗ Critical

1. Introduction

Centrifugal compressors have a wide range of applications, including gas
and oil distribution, air conditioning or refrigeration, and vehicle propulsion.
In this paper, we will discuss the centrifugal compressor in the context of
automotive turbochargers, but the methodology presented is applicable in
many areas.

Nowadays most road vehicles have downsized turbocharged engines. In
recent years, there has been a drive to reduce pollutants and downsized en-
gines are lighter, quicker to warm-up and have less frictional losses, which
all contribute to lower emissions [1]. Downsized engines produce less power,
therefore turbochargers are used to increase the power output of a downs-
ized engine, making it comparable to the previously used larger naturally
aspirated engines [2].

Surge is an aerodynamic instability that exists when operating the tur-
bocharger compressor at low mass flow rates [2]. Therefore, surge limits the
compressor operating regime and hence limits the amount of boost provided
at low engine speeds. As a result, being able to predict the onset of surge is
vital for engine manufacturers.

Surge causes oscillations in mass flow and pressure. There are different
classes of surge. When the oscillations in mass flow are large enough that
actual flow reversal is seen, this is called deep surge [3]. Operating in deep
surge often causes damage to the impeller blades within the compressor be-
cause the oscillations unbalance the machinery and result in contact between
the blades and the housing. The temperature rises significantly as a result of
oscillating flow and can sometimes cause failure in the connections between
the compressor and its installation.

However, when mass flow and pressure oscillations are observed but the
flow always remains travelling in the forward direction, this is classed as
mild surge [3]. This form of surge is less damaging but is still very noisy.
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This causes problems with customer acceptance because the sound would
be off-putting to any driver. Furthermore, the pressure oscillations may in-
fluence the performance of downstream components, reducing overall engine
efficiency.

Therefore, it is important to model both forms of surge. In particular,
having more accurate predictions for the onset of both mild and deep surge
would help remove the need for conservative surge margins when matching
to an engine, which could improve the overall turbocharged-engine efficiency.

Moreover, being able to model surge dynamics correctly can provide phys-
ical insights into why certain phenomenon occur. This additional under-
standing would be useful to turbocharger manufacturers and could help them
design turbochargers with better surge limits.

Having this type of information would be particularly useful during early
design stages so that any surge related issues can be caught promptly. This
would require models to be fast-running, predictive (i.e. only require geomet-
ric data as inputs), and able to link back to fundamental physics.

There are different approaches in literature for modelling surge. One
method is to use Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD). For example, Sem-
litsch and Mihăescu [4] ran multiple simulations of CFD at different com-
pressor operating points and used Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD)
to extract flow features in order to understand potential causes of surge.
Similarly, Lískiewicz et al. [5] ran a fully unsteady CFD simulation for a low-
speed compressor in order to understand how different flow features develop
during surge.

The 3D CFD simulations can provide high-level detail and good phys-
ical insight into the surge phenomenon, however it is very computationally
expensive. For these reasons, CFD is often good for understanding the flow
properties of a compressor during later design stages where there are typically
fewer designs in consideration that need analysing.

Another method is through statistical studies of experimental data. For
example, Bontempo et al. [6] performed spectral analysis of multiple surge
tests of the same compressor to determine phase-locked averaged quantities
of surge signals. These quantities were then used to create a joint probability
density function for the mass flow and pressure during surge cycles.

These statistical approaches produce models that are computationally
cheap, but their applicability is limited by the dataset. For example, if all
data was collected in a single experimental facility, large errors could occur
when applying the model to a different experimental facility.
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Furthermore, statistical models are often unable to provide the desired
physical insights because they can only create relations with the data provided.
For example, a statistical model could relate how impeller geometry impacts
a surge limit but would be unable to explain this, as that would require data
about the flow field that is difficult to measure.

Therefore, statistical models are often suited for real-time control systems
that could be tuned to a particular application (see, for example, Kerres et
al. [7]).

There is also the reduced order modelling approach. These are fast-
running models that are based on flow physics rather than experimental data.
Nearly all models for compressor surge are based on the work by Greitzer in
1976 [8] where he developed a quasi-steady model for surge that incorporated
characteristics for the compressor and throttle. In its most basic form, this
can be written as

dΦ

dt
= B(ψc −Ψ), (1)

dΨ

dt
=

1

B
(Φ− ψ−1

T ), (2)

where Φ and Ψ are nondimensional mass flow and pressure respectively, and
ψc and ψT are the compressor and throttle characteristics [9, 8]. It is generally
agreed that the orifice equation is a good approximation for the steady-state
behaviour of the throttle

ψT = ξT0 +
1

ξ2T
Φ2, (3)

[9]. However, the steady-state behaviour of the compressor is more com-
plex and so the problem is basically reduced to modelling this compressor
characteristic.

It was Koff and Greitzer [10] who performed the first experimental study
to determine the shape of the compressor characteristic. They observed a
cubic-like shape, which led to Moore and Greitzer [11] proposing the use of
a cubic polynomial

ψc = ψc0 +H

[
1 +

2

3

(
Φ

W
− 1

)
− 1

2

(
Φ

W
− 1

)3
]
, (4)

where ψc0 , H and W are parameters that are found via fitting to compressor
map data. The study by Koff and Greitzer was done using an axial com-
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pressor, but a more recent study by Galindo et al. [12] of a small centrifugal
compressor came to the same conclusion of a cubic-like shape.

Since then, there have been some more theoretical approaches to finding
the compressor characteristic. For example, Martin et al. [13] and Jiang et
al. [14] used a meanline modelling approach where the compressor is broken
down into sections (e.g. impeller, diffuser, volute) over which multiple loss
models including friction, incidence, clearance, or mechanical losses are ap-
plied.

Both of these require relations for the parameters in the loss models.
Martin et al. [13] found the loss parameters for the specific compressor of
interest by performing least-square fits to experimental compressor map data
for that compressor. Jiang et al. [14] used empirical relations from previous
experimental studies in literature so their model could simulate surge by only
providing geometric inputs.

Similarly, De Bellis and Bontempo [15] and Powers et al. [16, 17] de-
veloped models for the compressor characteristics from the 1D steady-state
fundamental equations of fluid motion. De Bellis and Bontempo [15] also in-
cluded multiple loss models with parameters tuned with experimental data,
whereas Powers et al. [16, 17] developed their model with a minimal number
of parameters and aimed to find universal relations for these so they wouldn’t
need tuning for individual compressors.

From this we can see that a reduced order model with a compressor char-
acteristic determined from first principles, without the need for parameter
tuning, would be an ideal model for turbocharger early design stages. How-
ever, there are limitations on what the current models of this type are able
to capture.

All of these models result in a cubic-like shape for the characteristic, which
is only able to capture deep surge oscillations. The quasi-steady system with
a cubic characteristic is either stable, or a limit cycle which involves flow
reversal (see Fig. 1), and so cannot capture mild surge dynamics.

This also means they cannot capture other important phenomena linked
to mild surge. For example, when experimentally determining the surge limit,
it can be the case that mild surge is observed but, on pushing through this,
the system stabilises again before deep surge occurs. This quiet period isn’t
always observed, even during repeated identical tests. Any physical under-
standing of this would be helpful because this unknown behaviour makes it
difficult to predict how a turbocharger will respond once it is introduced into
a vehicle system.
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Figure 1: The only two possible behaviours of cubic-like compressor characteristic in quasi-
steady model: stable (a) and limit cycle involving reversed flow (b). These simulations
use the model from Powers et al. [17].

The aim of this paper is to improve on the current reduced-order predict-
ive models with the intention of creating a better tool for early turbocharger
design stages. We will focus on improving their ability to qualitatively cap-
ture flow phenomena like mild surge. To do this, we will extend the work
by Powers et al. [16, 17] and assess the resulting model via comparison to
experiments.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 we will im-
prove on the model developed by Powers et al. [16, 17], mainly by including
the effects of diffuser recirculation, to obtain new quintic-shaped compressor
characteristics. In Section 3, we will develop a 1D model in space and time
that can simulate the wave dynamics in the test facility pipework. In Sec-
tion 4 we introduce the experimental facility and, in Section 5, we compare
the resulting experimental data to the model simulations. In Section 6, we
discuss the simulation results further with the goal of identifying how this
work compares with others in the field. Finally, we present our conclusion in
Section 7.

2. Mathematical Model for Compressor Characteristics

In 2019, Powers et al. [16] developed a compressor characteristic from first
principles. The fundamental equations for air flow through a compressor are
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conservation of mass, momentum (in a rotating frame) and energy:

∂ρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (5)

∂
∂t
(ρu) +∇ · (ρ(u⊗ u)) + 2ρ(Ω× u) + ρ(Ω× (Ω× r)) = ρg −∇p+∇ · τ, (6)

∂

∂t
(ρE) +∇ · (ρuE + pu)−∇ · (τ · u) = ρQ̇ (7)

respectively. Powers et al. assumed:

(i) An ideal gas: p = ρRT ,

(ii) A perfect gas: specific heat ratio γ = const.,

(iii) Radial impeller blades: uθ = 0 in the rotating frame,

(iv) Vaneless diffuser with axisymmetric flow: ∂
∂θ

= 0,

(v) Small variations in axial direction:
∫
ab dx ≈

∫
a dx

∫
b dx,

so that the fundamental equations could be reduced to a system of 1D ODEs
in the radial direction.

The ODEs they obtained for the impeller are

1

r

∂

∂r
(rhρur) = 0, (8)

1

r

∂

∂r
(rhρu2r)− hρΩ2r = −h∂p

∂r
+ hFr, (9)

1

r

∂

∂r

(
rhρur

(
u2r
2

+
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
− Ω2r2

2

))
= 0, (10)

and for the diffuser are

1

r

∂

∂r
(rhρur) = 0, (11)

1

r

∂

∂r
(rhρu2r)−

hρu2θ
r

= −h∂p
∂r

+ hFr, (12)

1

r

∂

∂r
(rhρuruθ) +

hρuruθ
r

= hFθ, (13)

1

r

∂

∂r

(
rhρur

(
u2r
2

+
u2θ
2

+
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ

))
= 0, (14)
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where

Fr =
f

2
ρu2rS (15)

Fθ =
f

2
ρuruθS (16)

represents skin friction.
In 2020, Powers et al. [17] developed this further. They suggested a stall

function of

ξ =
1

1
2

(
tanβB

tanβ
+ tanβ

tanβB

)
+ â

(
1 + 1

2
tanβ
tanβB

)(
tanβB

tanβ
− 1
)2 , (17)

to take into account incidence losses. This works by writing ṁ = ξAρur so
that ξA represents the area of the impeller channel that is not blocked due
to stall (see Fig. 2). Therefore, when the flow angle β is equal to the blade
angle βB, ξ = 1 and there is no stalling. However, as β → 90o, ξ → 0 and
the channel becomes fully stalled.

The authors also looked in depth at the reverse flow part of this charac-
teristic. In this case, air is travelling from the volute through to the impeller
inlet but the impeller wheel is still rotating in the forward direction as this
is controlled by the turbine. Therefore, the angle at which air enters from
the volute into the diffuser has to be specified, and Powers et al. [17] argued
that this should be

θ = tan−1

(
uθD
urD

)
= tan−1

√(AD

A∗

)2

− 1

 (18)

from geometry considerations. Here, AD = 2πrh is the cross-sectional area
of the diffuser and A∗ is the critical area of the housing.

Another important addition for the reverse flow case is the existence of a
shear layer between the diffuser and the impeller. When the air comes into
contact with the impeller it is suddenly accelerated in the opposite direction,
and so there is a large change in tangential velocity in a short radial distance.
The shear layer causes a loss in pressure due to viscous dissipation. Powers
et al. [17] decided to use an instantaneous loss at the interface,

pI = pD + ν(uθI − uθD)
2, (19)

where the shear loss parameter ν was found by assuming the characteristic
is continuous at zero flow.
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Figure 2: Flow dynamics in an impeller channel with blade angle βB . Left: The flow
enters at angle β = βB , and the channel has no stall. Right: The flow enters at angle
β > βB and we have stall that effectively blocks the channel. The flow can only travel
through an area of ξA.

2.1. Additional model improvements

The first improvement we make is to add a model for the volute and
adaptor to the outlet pipe.

We choose to model the volute by assuming it is a simple pipe which
instantly contains all the air rather than collecting it as it curves round the
diffuser (see Fig. 3). We quadratically reduce the area until we reach the
critical area of the volute, and then quadratically increase the area until
we reach the area of the outlet pipe. Using quadratic functions allows the
gradient at the critical area to be equal to zero for both the volute and
adaptor sections of the pipe, meaning the area is continuously differentiable
from the diffuser outlet to the pipe.
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Figure 3: Left: Volute and adaptor included in compressor model. Right: Traditional
volute identifying the critical radius, r∗.

The ODEs for this volute-adaptor model are given by

∂

∂s
(Aρu) = 0, (20)

∂

∂s
(Aρu2) = −A∂p

∂s
− A

2
fρu2S, (21)

∂

∂s

(
Aρu

(
u2

2
+

γ

γ − 1

p

ρ

))
= 0, (22)

where s is the distance down the pipe, u =
√
u2r + u2θ is the velocity of fluid

going down the pipe, A is the cross-sectional area as described above, and S
is the surface area per unit volume.

The crucial part of this addition is that it allows us to take the critical
area of the housing into account. This has improved the choke region of
the compressor characteristic significantly because, in reality, the flow often
chokes in the housing, especially for low impeller speeds.

Another improvement we made was to capture some of the effects of
backswept blades into the model. In order to keep the impeller ODEs simple
and efficient to solve, we wish to keep the assumption of radial blades within
the impeller. However, we can easily take into account the effect backsweep
has on the angle at which the flow exits the impeller into the diffuser by

uθ
∣∣
tip

= Ωrtip − ur
∣∣
tip

tan(αB) (23)
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Figure 4: Diffuser stall causing shroud-side recirculation due to air exiting the impeller
at an angle greater than a critical angle α > α∗. The recirculation effectively causes a
blockage: ηA is the effective area available to the flow.

where αB is the backsweep angle.
Since the flow angle into the diffuser affects how long flow remains in the

diffuser, this addition is able to capture some of the pressure drop backswept
blades cause. It will also allow us the capture how backsweep affects the
stability of the system when considering diffuser recirculation in the next
section.

2.2. Diffuser Recirculation

Diffuser recirculation occurs when air exits the impeller in a predomin-
antly tangential direction. When this happens, some of the air does not
escape from the diffuser, and instead gets drawn back into the impeller. Due
to leakage flow over the top of the blades, the air exiting the impeller at the
shroud-side is usually more tangential than the main flow. Therefore, the
recirculation usually occurs here.

This can be accounted for by considering the recirculation as a blockage,
in a similar way to the impeller inlet stall developed by Powers et al. [16, 17].
This idea is shown in Fig. 4.

In reality, the exit angle of the flow depends on the axial height. There-
fore, the critical angle for stall in the diffuser will be the angle at which the
main body of the flow has to exit for the shroud-side portion of the flow to
recirculate. To get an estimate for this angle, we looked at CFD simulations
for four different compressors near surge (as this is where diffuser stall is
likely to occur). The results are shown in Fig. 5. This shows us that the
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Figure 5: CFD data of the average flow angle at the wheel exit close to the surge limit for
four different turbochargers, the tip diameter of which are included in the legend. Each
compressor was run at five different impeller speeds - the higher speeds correspond to the
points with higher pressure ratio.

critical angle is likely to be in the range of 70o to 75o. In literature, this angle
is often given between 75o and 85o [18, 19]. Therefore, we shall use 75o for
our critical angle.

Since we are treating diffuser recirculation as a blockage, we can develop
a stall function in exactly the same way as Powers et al. [17]. This gives us
a function,

η =
1

1
2

(
tanα∗

tanα
+ tanα

tanα∗

)
+ b̂
(
1 + 1

2
tanα
tanα∗

) (
tanα∗

tanα
− 1
)2 , (24)

where α is the flow angle and α∗ is the critical angle. As with impeller inlet
stall, we have η = 1 implies no stall and η → 0 when the recirculation blocks
the entire channel.

It’s important to notice that, since we have two forms of stalling that
effectively restrict the area inside the compressor, there will be interactions
between the two. There is a natural impact of the impeller stall on the diffuser
stall because impeller inlet stall will influence the impeller exit velocity, and
hence angle α. However, the impact of the diffuser stall on the impeller is
not obvious. Here we assume for simplicity that it doesn’t affect the angle
of the incoming flow and so the impeller stall is unaffected by the diffuser
stalling.
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Ω b̂
85 krpm 0
115 krpm 0.5
135 krpm 1.6
155 krpm 1.2

Table 1: Tuned values for diffuser recirculation stall factor b̂.

2.3. Parameter fittings

With these additions to the compressor model, we now have three un-
known parameters: (i) f the friction coefficient, (ii) â the stall factor for
impeller inlet stall, and (iii) b̂ the stall factor for diffuser recirculation.

For friction, Powers et al. [16, 17] showed that there existed a linear rela-
tionship between the friction factor and the impeller speed. This is because
3D losses that are more prominent for higher speeds cannot be captured by
our 1D model, and so are being encompassed into the friction factor. For our
model, we will use

f = 0.013 + 1.15× 10−5Ω. (25)

This was found by comparing our model to experimental data for steady
points.

For impeller inlet stall, Powers et al. [17] showed that a constant stall
factor was able to capture the behaviour. Similarly, in this paper we use a
constant factor of â = 5. This value was calculated by comparing our model
with the amplitude of deep surge oscillations observed in experiments.

Finally, for diffuser recirculation, we have tuned the stall parameter by
comparing our model with the amplitude of mild surge oscillations from
experimental data. See Table 1 for the results.

Here, we did not find a relationship that can be explained physically,
which means that the real-life system is more complex than our model pre-
dicts. For example, our assumption that the critical angle α∗ is constant
with impeller speed could be too simplistic because Fig. 5 suggests that the
critical angle could decrease with impeller speed.

A smaller critical angle would mean that stalling occurs earlier, and so b̂
would not need to be so large to match the required amplitude. Therefore,
allowing a variable critical angle α∗ in the future may result in a constant
stall parameter b̂.
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Figure 6: The variation in the diffuser stall function, η, with stall factor b̂.

Figure 6 shows how the stall function changes with b̂. It only affects
the gradient, i.e. whether stall initially occurs quickly and then slows, or
is initially slow and speeds up. Moreover, since the computed values for b̂
only span a small range of the possible values and so have minimal effect on
the stall function itself, we will continue with the assumption of a constant
critical angle for simplicity.

Universal relations need to be found to make this compressor model fully
predictive. This can be done by regression analysis on a large dataset from
a wide range of turbochargers. However, due to a limit of resources available
to the authors, this is out of scope for this paper.

2.4. Resulting characteristic

Similarly to Powers et al. [16, 17], we can reduce the above systems of
equations to the following ODEs:

Impeller:
∂ρ

∂r
=

−ρq2
(
1
r
+ 1

h
∂h
∂r

)
− γΩ2r3h2ρ3 + γfρq2

(
nb

2πr
+ 1

h

)(
γ+1
2

)
q2 − (γ − 1)EIr2h2ρ2

, (26)

Diffuser:
∂ρ

∂r
=

−ρq2

r
− r2h2ρ3

(
γ
u2
θ

r
+ (γ − 1)uθ

∂uθ

∂r

)
+ γ f

h
ρq2(

γ+1
2

)
q2 + (γ − 1)

(
u2
θ

2
− ED

)
r2h2ρ2

, (27)

Volute:
∂ρ

∂s
=

ṁ2ρfS − 2ρṁ2 dA
ds

(3− γ)ṁ2 − 2(γ − 1)EV ρ2A2
, (28)
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Figure 7: Resulting compressor characteristics when both impeller stall and diffuser recir-
culation are included. The impeller speeds in krpm are labelled on each line.

where

EI =
u2r
2

+
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
= const., (29)

ED =
u2r
2

+
u2θ
2

+
γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
= const., (30)

uθ =
Ωr2tip
r

e−
f
h(r−rtip), (31)

EV =
u2

2
+

γ

γ − 1

p

ρ
= const., (32)

and q = ṁ
2π

is mass flow per radian.
The stalling is taken into account through calculating ṁ and q. Notice

that only the effective mass flow, ˆ̇m = ξηAρu, is known, so the stall functions
are included in the above equations via

ṁ =
ˆ̇m

ξη
and q =

ˆ̇m

2πξη
.

Figure 7 shows the new compressor characteristics. By including diffuser
stall we get a quintic-like curve for higher impeller speeds instead of the
well-known cubic-like characteristics.
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Figure 8: Schematic for mathematical test facility model. It is composed of an inlet and
outlet pipe for the compressor. There is also a throttle valve at the exit of the outlet pipe.
The boundary conditions used for the two pipes are also shown.

This occurs because, for the high impeller speeds, the diffuser stall is
triggered first and we get a drop in pressure. Then, when the mass flow is
reduced further, the impeller inlet also stalls which has the effect of initially
reducing the diffuser stall and the pressure starts to recover. This is because
the impeller stall causes an increase in the radial velocity component, which
means the air exits the impeller straighter and so lessens the amount of
diffuser recirculation. As the mass flow is reduced further still, this recovery
stops and the pressure drops quickly as both the impeller and diffuser stall
are having a negative impact on the compressor.

The lower impeller speeds still have a cubic-like shape because diffuser
recirculation has a minimal, if any, effect on them. Diffuser recirculation is a
lot stronger for high rotational speeds because the air exiting the wheel will
have a much larger tangential component. Therefore, the pressure drop seen
for the lower speeds is caused predominantly by impeller inlet stall.

3. Mathematical Model for the Test Facility

Surge is a system level phenomenon. Therefore, to study this behaviour
we need to model the system around the compressor as well as the compressor
itself. Since we will validate this model by comparing it to experimental data
gathered on a test facility, we shall create a model consisting of straight inlet
and outlet pipes, with a throttle valve on exit. See Fig. 8 for details.

The fluid in these pipes will obey the standard conservation of mass (Eq.
5) and conservation of momentum (Eq. 6) equations. We shall assume that we
have an isentropic flow in the pipes, i.e. p = κργ, to replace the conservation
of energy equation. Written in 1D for mass flow and pressure, with direction
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along the pipe denoted by x, this gives:
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where f is a dissipation factor.
Although, f is part of a term with the same form as skin friction, the

isentropic assumption means that this term actually describes the viscous
dissipation loss caused by friction. The flow on exit from the compressor will
be more turbulent than the air prior to it and so we expect there to be more
dissipation losses in the outlet pipe. Therefore, we shall use f = 0.05 in the
inlet pipe and f = 0.1 in the outlet pipe.

In order to reduce this to a system of ODEs that can be solved within
MATLAB, we use a centred-difference discretisation in x. Therefore, for a
location xj within the pipes, and grid spacing ∆x, we have:
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The centred-difference method is O(∆x2), which for our simulations gives an
error of O(10−3).

At each end point of the pipe, we cannot use central differences because
it would require a point outside of the domain of the pipe. Therefore, we use
a first-order difference instead (which is a O(∆x) ≈ O(10−2) method). We
also need to specify boundary conditions for each end of the pipes. Figure 8
shows the boundary conditions we use.

For the inlet pipe we have a fixed ambient pressure at (1) because this
pipe is left open to the room. At (2), we have a constraint that the mass
flux into the compressor must be the same as that leaving the compressor at
point (3).

For the outlet pipe, we apply the compressor characteristic developed in
Section 2 at (3), which requires both the mass flux through the compressor
as well as the inlet pressure to compute the outlet pressure. Finally, we apply
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the throttle characteristic at (4). We use the same throttle characteristic as
Powers et al. [16] but assume constant density for simplicity, namely:

ṁ = sgn(p− pamb)

√
2γ

γ − 1
ρambA2

λ2

1− λ2
|p− pamb|. (37)

where λ is the fraction the throttle is open, and sgn(x) = x
|x| returns the sign

of variable x.

4. Experiments

To provide some validation for this model, we tested a turbocharger using
the gas stand facilities at the University of Bath. The turbocharger had
dimensions given in Table 2, and the layout of the test facility is shown in
Fig. 9.

For the turbine section, compressed air was supplied through electrically
heated flow paths and gate valves were used to control the flow. For the
compressor section, the inlet pipe was left open so the compressor could draw
air in freely from the test cell room. The amount of flow passing through the
compressor was controlled by a gate valve in the outlet pipe.

To run the experiment, the compressor outlet pipe valve was opened fully
to ensure the turbocharger would initially operate in a non-surge region.
Then hot, compressed air was let into the turbine side to drive the rotor.
Once the desired rotor speed was reached, the compressor outlet valve was
shut gradually while adjusting the turbine-side valves in order to keep the
rotor speed constant.

The manufacturer supplied compressor map was used as a guide to identify
a near surge location. Starting from this point, high-frequency pressure and

Number of blades 6 + 6
Hub diameter 13.5 mm
Shroud diameter 41 mm
Wheel tip diameter 58 mm
Diffuser height 3.15 mm
Diffuser area ratio 2.48

Table 2: Geometric details of the tested compressor.
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Figure 9: Layout of gas-stand test facility at the University of Bath. The table lists the
components with their measurement accuracy where applicable.

flow velocity signals were recorded approximately every 0.002kg/s as the com-
pressor outlet valve was closed until the compressor entered deep surge. This
was repeated for four different rotor speeds.

A hotwire was used to measure the velocity (and hence, with measured
density and cross-sectional area values, calculate the mass flow) close to the
compressor inlet at a frequency of 10kHz, and pressure transducers were
used to measure the pressure in the inlet and outlet pipes, also at 10kHz.
Measurements were also recorded at 10Hz for pressure, temperature, and
mass flow using pneumatically averaged pressure sensors, PRTs, and a V-
cone respectively. The location and accuracy of these sensors are shown in
Fig. 9. For further details on the experimental errors associated with the
University of Bath test facility, please see [20].

During set-up, the hotwire needed to be calibrated. Therefore, measure-
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Figure 10: (a) Calibration of hotwire sensor to V-cone velocities. A check of the calibration
was also done when the test rig was hot. The line where points would lie if the two sensors
agreed, along with ±5% error, is shown in grey. (b) Experimental data that contains
the highest velocities (155krpm deep surge operating point) and the calibration limit. A
very small portion of the data lies outside the calibration and so will have lower accuracy.
However, this will have minimal impact on the overall result.

ments from the V-cone were assumed to be the true velocities so this data
could be used to calibrate the sensor. Since the hotwire is sensitive to tem-
perature, the calibration points were checked again once the rig was hot.
Figure 10 shows the results. We get a good match between the hot-rig data
and the initial calibration, and all results remain within a 5% error band. We
have a larger error at higher velocities, but the only time such high velocities
were observed was for the 155krpm deep surge point. As seen in Fig. 10(b),
only a small portion of the peak of this surge pulse is affected, meaning the
overall accuracy of the signal is still good.

The hotwire sensor was very sensitive and picked up high-frequency tur-

Figure 11: Grey: Original mass flow data using hotwire sensor. Black: Smoothed signal
using a 100-point moving average.
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bulent flow variations. Since we are more interested in the behaviour of the
bulk flow, we smoothed the signal using a 100-point moving average (see Fig.
11). The pressure signals seemed reasonable, so we used the original output
signals to compare to model simulations.

5. Model Validation

5.1. Surge Lines

For turbocharger and engine manufacturers, it is extremely useful to be
able to predict the onset of both mild and deep surge for a compressor.
Therefore, comparing simulated and experimental surge lines is an essential
part of assessing the validity of our mathematical model. Figure 12 shows
the results.

The surge lines for our mathematical model were simple to determine
by identifying the smallest operating point required to observe mild or deep
surge oscillations in the simulated dynamics. However, a difficulty arises
when we observe a region where the dynamics follow a combination of mild
surge cycles and deep surge cycles, as it is not clear whether to class this

Figure 12: A comparison to the model predicted surge lines (black) and the surge lines from
experimental data (blue). The impeller speeds (in krpm) are labelled on each compressor
characteristic.
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region as mild or as deep surge. Therefore we have identified the onset to
all three regions in Fig. 12. (See Section 5.4 for more details on the three
regions.)

To determine the surge line for the data, we needed to identify the mass
flow of the operating point, i.e. the average mass flow going through the
throttle. We decided to use the V-cone measurements for this as, being
further from the compressor, it shouldn’t be influenced as much by the in-
stantaneous flow dynamics.

For steady operation, the V-cone mass flow gives us the operating point,
and for mild surge, the oscillations are relatively small so the average mass
flow is close to the operating point. However, for deep surge, the mass flow
oscillations vary a lot and are often far from the operating point. Further-
more, the V-cone sensor cannot distinguish between forward and reverse flow
as it only identifies the magnitude of the flow, meaning that taking a direct
average of this sensor would not be appropriate.

All we know for certain is that the operating point will have a smaller
mass flow than the previous operating point, and so we chose to use a mass
flow that was approx. 0.002kg/s smaller than the previous one. For example,
for the 155krpm speed line, steady operation was observed for 0.174kg/s
through to 0.118kg/s. Mild surge was first observed when the flow was re-
duced further from 0.118kg/s and registered an average flow of 0.106kg/s.
Mild surge continued to register through to an average flow of 0.102kg/s.
Reducing the flow further resulted in deep surge oscillations which registered
an average flow of 0.109kg/s. Since we know the deep surge was observed
after a reduction in flow from the previous mild surge point, we chose the
location of the deep surge line to be at a mass flow of 0.1kg/s.

Comparing the mild surge lines, we see a good match throughout. We
correctly predict that there is no mild surge for the lowest two speeds, and
we can predict the onset of mild surge to within 7% for the top two speeds.

Looking at the experimental deep surge line, we can see that is it much
closer to the point at which we simulate a mix of deep and mild surge,
rather than the point at which we simulate full deep surge. This makes
sense because it is possible for the experimental noise to tip the system from
switching between mild and deep surge cycles into solely deep surge cycles,
and so this mixed region becomes deep surge.

Moreover, defining the deep surge limit as the location where any large
amplitude pressure fluctuations are observed is likely to be more useful to
compressor designers because operating beyond that limit is equally dam-
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aging irrespective of whether it is mixed or purely deep surge.
Therefore, assuming the mixed surge region is classified as deep surge, we

get a good prediction for the deep surge line as well. The middle two speeds
show an error of 2% or less.

We predict deep surge onset slightly early for low speeds, but the lowest
speed line has an error of 23%, so still provides a reasonable estimate.

For high speeds, the model predicts that deep surge occurs later than
experiments suggest. However, due to the uncertainty in the location of the
experimental surge line, it is difficult to estimate the error associated with the
model simulation at these speeds. Therefore, further investigation is needed
to assess the model’s predictive ability for high speed deep surge onset.
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(a) 85krpm

(b) 115krpm

Figure 13: Comparison of deep surge between model (black) and experimental data (blue)
for different impeller speeds.The hotwire sensor only records magnitude and not direction,
so the absolute value of the simulated mass flow is shown as a dotted line for comparison
to this.
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(c) 135krpm

(d) 155krpm

Figure 13: Comparison of deep surge between model (black) and experimental data (blue)
for different impeller speeds [cont.]. The hotwire sensor only records magnitude and not
direction, so the absolute value of the simulated mass flow is shown as a dotted line for
comparison to this.
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5.2. Deep surge

As seen above there is a difference between the simulated full deep surge
line and the observed deep surge line in experimental data. Here, we put
aside this shift and directly compare a deep surge simulation to the deep
surge time-resolved data for that speed line, e.g. for 155krpm, we compare a
simulation for ṁ = 0.066kg/s to data at ṁ ≈ 0.1kg/s. The results are shown
in Fig. 13.

Case (a), which is for the 85krpm speed line, has a miss-match with
oscillation frequency. The simulation predicts a 9Hz oscillation, whereas the
observed data has a 8Hz oscillation. The qualitative agreement between the
two signals is still good, and the rest of the speeds (cases (b)-(d)) have a
remarkable fit between the simulation and the data.

For the outlet pressure signal, we are able to simulate the correct amp-
litudes of oscillation as well as the nearly sinusoidal wave shape.

Looking closely at the shape of the simulated curves, they appear to
become smoother, more rounded , as impeller speed increases. This change is
not observed in the experimental data, which records a smooth oscillation at
all speeds. However, it is possible that damping associated with the pressure
sensor itself could stop experimental data picking up sharp features.

The inlet pressure simulation has a great resemblance to the observed
data. Again we capture the amplitude of oscillation correctly, and we are
able to pick out the peaks and troughs of the signal very clearly.

For the mass flow signals, the hotwire could only detect the magnitude of
the flow, not the direction, so can’t differentiate between forward and reverse
flow. Therefore, we added the plot of |ṁ| for the simulated flow as a dotted
line in order to compare with the data collected.

Looking at case (b), with impeller speed 115krpm, gives the best compar-
ison between the simulation and the data. The experimental data aligns with
the dotted line very closely, which provides evidence that both the forward
and reverse flow parts of our mathematical model are behaving correctly.

For all cases, the data and simulation are a good match for the forward
flow peaks. However, for case (d) the hotwire did not appear to pick up the
reverse flow and so shows as near zero during this period.

Even though the onset deep surge does not align exactly, the quality of the
fit between experimental and simulated surge signals provides evidence that
the mathematical model contains the necessary physics required to capture
surge dynamics.
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(a) 135krpm

(b) 155krpm

Figure 14: Comparison of mild surge between model (black) and experimental data (blue)
for different impeller speeds.
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5.3. Mild surge

We now do a similar comparison for mild surge. The results are shown
in Fig. 14.

This time, for both cases we have a miss-match of oscillation frequency.
The data oscillates with a frequency of approximately 12Hz, whereas our
model predicts a frequency of 13Hz. This is still very good because we are
able to simulate surge behaviour with a frequency of the expected order of
magnitude.

Overall, the fits are not as good as for the deep surge cases, but our model
is still able to capture a remarkable amount of the features seen in the data.
For example, for mass flow, we are able to pick out a signal with the correct
amplitude and even pick out the double-peak or trough that is observed in
the data.

For the outlet pressure, our simulation has a higher average pressure and
a slightly larger amplitude than observed in the data. However, the shape of
the signal is very triangular which agrees with the shape of the data signal.

Finally, for the inlet pressure, our model seems to be predicting a higher
peak inlet pressure for both signals and, as with the outlet pressure, seems
to have a higher average pressure. However, we are still able to capture a
significant amount of the signal shape, especially for case (b).

Despite there being discrepancies in the signal frequencies and amp-
litudes, the simulated signal is close enough to the experimental mild surge
signals that we can conclude that the mathematical model can capture mild
surge dynamics.
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(1) 155krpm compressor characteristic

(2) Simulated amplitudes and frequencies of pressure oscillations for an initial condition far from the
operating point

Figure 15: Detailed look at the 155krpm speed line. Sections a-g highlight different modes
of operation observed for our mathematical model.The location of the fully-deep surge line
is shown by a thick solid line, the mixed mild-deep surge line by a thick dotted line, and
mild surge by a thick dashed line.
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(3) Simulated amplitudes and frequencies of pressure oscillations for an initial condition close to the
operating point

Figure 15: Detailed look at the 155krpm speed line [cont.]. Sections a-g highlight different
modes of operation observed for our mathematical model.The location of the fully-deep
surge line is shown by a thick solid line, the mixed mild-deep surge line by a thick dotted
line, and mild surge by a thick dashed line.

5.4. Transition from steady to deep surge

The final way in which we look to validate our mathematical model is to
study the simulated transitions into surge and see if there is any evidence,
experimentally or in literature, that supports or contradicts this.

To do this we will use the 155krpm speed line as we know from above
that this exhibits both mild and deep surge oscillations. Figure 15 shows
the compressor characteristic and a summary of the behaviours observed in
terms of oscillation frequency and amplitude. Each plot has been divided
into sections where different behaviours occur.

The behaviour observed in section (a) is completely stable. We do not
see any oscillation for any of the operating points within this region, which
is why the amplitude is shown as zero and there is no frequency data. This
is the normal operating region for the compressor.

In section (b), we observe resonant behaviour. The length of the outlet
pipe is L = 1.86m, and the speed of sound (based on the average pressure) is
c = 397m/s. Therefore, the resonant frequency of the outlet pipe is approx-
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Figure 16: Resonance observed in simulation (black) and experimental data (blue). This
corresponds to section (b) of Fig. 15.

imately

fq =
c

4L
= 53Hz. (38)

Figure 16 shows the simulated and experimental results obtained for a
point in this region. Our simulation shows a small amplitude oscillation with
a frequency of approximately 50Hz. This oscillation causes our simulation to
jump into deep surge cycles every now and again, which is why a deep surge
amplitude is registered in Fig. 15 for this section.

The experimental data shows that the system is indeed oscillating at a
very small amplitude, but unlike the simulation, this doesn’t trigger a deep
surge cycle. The data has a frequency in the same order of magnitude as the
simulation, but at approximately 40Hz instead of 50Hz.

Therefore, the simulated resonant behaviour is likely to be physical, but
additional damping in the pipework model may be needed to prevent the
simulation from tipping into deep surge during this region.

In section (c), we have less resonance and are stable again. The mild
surge line separates section (c) from section (d), where mild surge behaviour
is observed and we get the oscillations as shown in Fig. 14(b). The validity
of these oscillations were discussed in Section 5.3.

The region of mild surge is not large and we soon reach the mixed surge
line and enter section (e). The dynamics here follow a combination of mild
surge cycles and deep surge cycles. For example, Fig. 17 shows the flow
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Figure 17: Simulated mass flow and pressure for the transition period between mild and
deep surge.This corresponds to section (e) of Fig. 15.

tracking one mild cycle, then one deep cycle, repeatedly.
The combination of mild and deep cycles changes throughout section (e)

as we transition from mild surge to full deep surge. Therefore, near the mixed
surge line it is possible to see a combination with more mild cycles than deep
cycles, whereas the opposite holds near the deep surge line.

In our experimental work, we did not record mixed surge cycles. The
system appeared to transition directly from purely mild surge cycles to purely
deep surge cycles. However, both Zheng et al. [21] and Fink et al. [22]
observed that mild surge can exist independently prior to a deep surge, or
can appear within a deep surge cycle as a combination of small amplitude
and large amplitude pressure oscillations.

Furthermore, Fink et al. [22] observed that time for the repetition of large
amplitude pressure oscillations within a deep surge cycle becomes smaller as
the mass flow is reduced. This is supportive evidence that the model correctly
simulates how the combination of mild and deep surge cycles changes within
section (e).

Therefore, since there is experimental evidence for the mixed surge region
in literature, we believe this to be physical. As stated in Section 5.1, it is
possible for the experimental noise to tip the system from switching between
mild and deep surge cycles into solely deep surge cycles, so it could be for
this reason that we did not capture mixed surge on our experimental facility.
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Figure 18: Stable operation and deep surge limit cycle observed for the same throttle
setting in the mass flow-pressure plane (corresponding to section (f) of Fig. 15. The
domain of attraction for stable operation is shown in yellow. Using an initial condition for
the simulation outside of this region results in deep surge.

Another possibility is that the system is very sensitive, and the transition
through the mixed surge region happened so quickly that we were unable to
hold the system in this region in order to record a mixed surge limit cycle.

Section (f) is the only section where the behaviour depends on the initial
condition of the simulation. We have two possible behaviours in this region.
The first is full deep surge as seen in Fig. 15(2), and the second is steady
behaviour as seen in Fig. 15(3).

We can plot these two behaviours in the mass flow - pressure plane (see
Fig. 18) to get a better understanding of what is happening. This shows
us that there is a region (shaded yellow) close to the operating point (the
intersection between throttle and compressor characteristics) where choosing
any initial condition within this would result in stable behaviour. Outside of
this region, we will observe deep surge.

Having two possible dynamics occur at the same operating point can
cause some really interesting behaviour. It shows us that quiet periods are
possible during transitions into surge, but they do not always have to occur
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Figure 19: Experimental data showing the amplitude of inlet pressure oscillations decrease
between mild and deep surge, implying a quiet period exists.

and even running repeat tests at the same throttle setting could result in
different outcomes.

In our experimental work, we did not observe a quiet period, however,
these quiet periods have been observed experimentally elsewhere. Figure 19
shows some experimental data from Cummins Turbo Technologies where this
quiet period is observed.

The existence of both dynamics in section (f) could create difficulties
when trying to determine a surge limit. The full deep surge line is currently
marked at the beginning of section (f). However, if section (f) is observed
as stable, it effectively moves the deep surge line to the beginning of section
(g).

Finally, for section (g), we only observe deep surge behaviour and get os-
cillations as shown in Fig. 13(d). The validity of this simulation was discussed
in Section 5.2.

6. Discussion

Having determined that the mathematical model can capture a variety
of surge dynamics to good accuracy, we will now discuss how this model fits
into wider literature including references to model accuracy, model efficiency,
and suggested insights into observed physics.
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Figure 20: Simulated single surge limit (black) corresponding to the onset of any oscil-
lating behaviour. The limit is compared with experimental data (blue) and the error is
highlighted (yellow).

6.1. Surge Lines

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that a math-
ematical model has been able to distinguish between mild and deep surge
and hence identify multiple surge lines. Therefore, in order to compare the
mathematical model developed here to those in literature, we need to select
a single surge limit.

Since engine or turbocharger manufacturers are usually cautious with
setting the surge limit, and the mild surge pressure oscillations were still
significant with a magnitude of around 0.5bar, the experimentally determined
surge limit for our compressor would likely correspond to the onset of any
oscillating behaviour. This surge limit is shown in Fig. 20.

The errors associated with this surge line are shown in Table 3. Here a
negative sign indicates when the mathematical model predicts surge earlier
than experiment suggests. These appear to be a significant improvement
over other 0D meanline, or 1D predictive models. For example, Schneider et
al. [23] who developed a two-zone meanline model with parameters obtained
through CFD simulation predicted the surge limit late for nearly all impeller
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Speed line (krpm) Experiment (kg/s) Simulation (kg/s) % Error

85 0.03 0.037 -23.3
115 0.05 0.051 -2
135 0.076 0.081 -6.6
155 0.106 0.1 5.7

Table 3: Error in simulated surge line when the experimental data is taken as the true
value for each speed line. The error is determined by looking at the difference between
the mass flow value between the experimental and simulated surge limits. A negative sign
in the error column identifies when the mathematical model predicts surge earlier than
experiment suggests.

speeds and, even though percentage errors were not stated for the surge limit,
the resulting figure suggests these were much larger than observed here.

Similarly, the previous version of our 1D model (Powers et al. [16]) had
reasonable error for the middle speed lines but errors of -50% for lowest speeds
and 40% for highest speeds. Therefore, diffuser stall must be an important
mechanism for surge because including this into the model has over halved
the resulting error.

More complicated predictive models in literature have better errors when
approximating the surge limit. For example, the 1D-3D coupled model de-
veloped by Zhang et al. [24] simulated a surge limit with -5% to -10% error
for all speed lines. This model does especially well for low impeller speeds.
However, our purely 1D model will run considerably faster (minutes rather
than days [25]) as there is no dependence on CFD calculations, and the error
is equal to or better than their 1D-3D model for the higher impeller speeds.

We acknowledge that the three unknown parameters in our model were
tuned to the data for this compressor in Section 2.3, and so the errors presen-
ted here will not take into account any errors associated with none-optimal
parameter values. However, since we have achieved good accuracy with only
three unknowns (in comparison to others like Oh et al. [26] who have nine loss
models with associated unknown parameters), this model has huge potential
for becoming a useful predictive tool in the future (once universal parameter
relations have been found and implemented).

6.2. Deep Surge

Many works in literature have been able to capture the deep surge dy-
namics in both inlet and outlet pipes via a 1D unsteady PDE model. For
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example, Bozza and De Bellis [27] who used discontinuous cubic-shaped com-
pressor characteristics tuned to experimental data, and Galindo et al. [28]
who used a cubic-shaped compressor characteristic obtained via experimental
measurement in the reverse flow region.

Galindo et al. [28] showed very good agreement to experimental data for
their simulation of a deep surge outlet pressure trace. The simulation was
able to correctly predict the dominant frequency and amplitude, as well as
capture smaller oscillations leading to a good qualitative agreement between
the signal shapes.

In Bozza and De Bellis [27] there was no comparison to experimental
data, but their resulting deep surge traces in the inlet and outlet pipes appear
similar to the traces simulated by our mathematical model. Therefore, this
provides further evidence that our model produces realistic results.

Not all models in literature are able to capture the deep surge dynam-
ics as completely. For example, Grapow and Lískiewicz [29] were only able
to simulate sinusoidally shaped waves using Greitzer’s lumped parameter
model. Similarly, the unsteady CFD simulation by Lískiewicz et al. [5] pro-
duced sinusoidal waves for inlet pressure signals. It was able to capture more
frequencies for the outlet pressure signals but had difficulties capturing the
dominant amplitude of oscillation.

Since, our mathematical model is able to capture multiple frequencies
within the surge signal and has excellent agreement to experimental data, it
is able to capture deep surge dynamics to a standard on-par to the best seen
in current literature.

6.3. Mild surge

There are very few models in literature that are able to capture mild surge
dynamics and, even among those, there does not seem to be any consistency
in requirements for a model to simulate mild surge.

For example, Grapow and Lískiewicz [29] analysed how Greitzer’s lumped
parameter model behaved when allowing the length of the pipe in which the
compressor is situated to be a variable rather than a fixed known. They
noticed that by changing this pipe length in the model they were able to
capture both mild and deep surge dynamics.

In another example, Fink et al. [22] extended Greitzer’s model to allow
for variable impeller speeds. They identified that a time-lag was needed
between the instantaneous and steady-state pressure of the compressor in
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order to observe sustained mild surge oscillations, rather than mild surge
oscillations as part of a deep surge limit cycle.

Furthermore, in both of these examples, we cannot infer a physical reason
as to why mild surge oscillations are observed. Since Fink et al. [22] imply
that mild surge oscillations are stabilised by the additional non-linearity in
the mathematical system, and Grapow and Lískiewicz [29] are varying a
parameter that in reality is a known value, it is hard to relate these back to
fundamental flow physics.

Notice that, in Section 5.1, the existence of simulated mild surge dynam-
ics only occur when we have quintic-shaped characteristics. In the quintic-
shaped characteristics, the first local maximum (i.e. the one at higher mass
flow rates) is the location of onset of diffuser recirculation. For low impeller
speeds, diffuser recirculation is not triggered, and so the characteristics re-
main a cubic-like shape. This suggests that mild surge is initiated by the
diffuser recirculation.

Therefore, not only are we able to capture mild surge dynamics from a
quasi-steady 1D predictive model, we are also able to offer a physical explan-
ation for the existence of mild surge. To the author’s knowledge, this is the
first time either has been achieved in literature.

6.4. Transitions through surge

The focus in literature appears to be on predicting the location of the
surge limit or simulating accurate wave dynamics that occur during surge.
Therefore, we have not come across any works that map out flow dynamics
as we transition through surge. Investigation into these transitions would be
an interesting topic for future study and would provide much needed data to
compare with the findings in Section 5.4.

Similarly, even though we have found experimental evidence for the sim-
ulated quiet period during surge, we believe this is the first time this has
been simulated and presented in literature.

Moreover, our mathematical model can provide insight into the reason
these quiet periods exist physically. Note that in Section 5.4, the region
where this quiet period is observed (region (f)) corresponds to the local region
of negative gradient in the compressor characteristic (see Fig. 15(1)). This
negative gradient is the result of the interaction between diffuser recirculation
and impeller inlet stall. Therefore, this suggests that having both forms of
stall present in the system and working against one another, could actually
result in stabilised operation.
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7. Conclusions

This paper aimed to extend the Powers et al. reduced-order predictive
model [16, 17] so that it could qualitatively capture additional surge related
flow dynamics. Previous models were only able to simulate stable or deep
surge. However, we have successfully been able to capture mild surge, how
the flow dynamics change as we transition between mild and deep surge, deep
surge, and the existence of a mid-surge quiet period.

This has been done by incorporating diffuser recirculation effects into the
model, and allowing it to interact with impeller inlet stall. This interaction
results in a quintic-like compressor characteristic for high impeller speeds.
It is this new characteristic shape that enables the model to capture more
of the surge dynamics. This is useful information for developers of other
types of reduced-order surge models, especially those who use polynomial-
type compressor characteristics fitted to data, as this implies a polynomial
of fifth-order will capture more dynamics than one of third-order.

For the first time, we have a quasi-steady 1D predictive model that is
able to capture both mild and deep surge. This is very useful for turbochar-
ger designers and engine manufacturers because it will provide additional
insight into the behaviour of turbochargers near the surge limit and poten-
tially remove the need for conservative surge estimates when matching to an
engine.

Due to the fact the compressor characteristic model has been derived
from first-principles, we are also able to offer physical explanations for the
existence of mild surge, and the existence and behaviour of the mid-surge
quiet period for the first time. Both are linked to diffuser recirculation. Mild
surge appears to be initiated by the onset of diffuser recirculation, whereas
the mid-surge quiet period occurs when the impeller inlet stall reduces the
effect of diffuser recirculation and re-stabilises the system.

Furthermore, in the region where the mid-surge quiet period can exist,
the model has another mathematically stable solution - that relating to a
deep surge oscillation. The observed behaviour in the region depends on the
initial conditions given to it, which explains why repeated experiments can
result in observing different surge behaviour. Being aware of the existence
of two possible behaviours is of key importance as it will help designers to
determine more accurate surge limits with more confidence.

Further research into the analysis of this model is planned. In particular,
since multiple behaviours are possible at the same throttle setting, we plan
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to perform mathematical stability and bifurcation analysis in order to un-
derstand how the system evolves and which state (stable operation or surge)
is likely to be observed under different conditions.

By developing a 1D model for the experimental facility at the University
of Bath, we compared data from test work conducted at that facility to
the model simulations. We obtained a remarkable agreement between the
simulation and experimental data for mass flow and pressure traces, at all
impeller speeds, for both mild and deep surge. There is some minor miss-
match with frequency of ±1Hz, but the oscillation frequency always remains
in the correct order of magnitude.

We have also been able to show good accuracy (only 2% to 23% error)
when simulating the surge limit, which shows that the model developed here
has great potential for being a valuable predictive tool, especially for use
in early turbocharger design stages, once universal relations for the three
unknown parameters (friction factor f , impeller stall factor â, and diffuser
stall factor b̂) have been found.

Due to limited data and time, finding these relations was out of scope
for this project. However, we suggest that performing statistical regression
analysis on a large dataset consisting of a variety of compressors to find
relations for these parameters would be a highly valuable next step for this
work.

Overall, the model presented here has huge potential for helping centri-
fugal compressor designers and manufacturers. It is able to capture the dy-
namics observed in and around surge with remarkable detail, and has good
potential as a predictive model. Also, by extending the test-facility model to
a model of an engine, it would be possible to use this model to predict the
on-engine performance of a compressor and the location of the surge limits
specific to that engine application.
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